
CELEBRITY CULTURE OBSESSION ESSAY

Much of today's society seems obsessed on what actors/actress, athletes, and music artist are wearing, eating, who
they are marrying, dating, where they are.

The Cognitive Flexibility Scale: , Three validity studies. We have the opportunity to work our relationships
out privately, as compared to having every argument and dispute aired publicly for everyone to see and
discuss. No one respects artists or writers or teachers or the clergy any more. In ancient Greece and Rome,
people created their gods as very human-like beings, complete with character flaws and drama. Celebrity
lifestyle may not be the life one would want to live due to the fan obsession and unhealthy lifestyle Stever, G.
And the paparazzi have helped this craze by blurring the line between private citizens and public persona.
What started out as only a few independent stations soon evolved into huge networks and sponsored
programming became popular. Search engine rankings consistently show celebrities near the top of the list of
top search terms. Martin Michael Jackson? Society typically puts out the notion that everyone deserves
privacy because it is their natural right. We idolize them, follow their every move, and treat them as modern
gods. We live in a world where we are consistently surrounded by advertisements, magazines, television, the
internet, and much more in a way that is changing our perspectives of beauty Welcome to America: land of the
free, home of the famous. Young people all around the world are unhappy with their looks because they see
perfect skin, perfect hair, or other perfect facial features from pop icons splashed all over social media. And
beyond all that, celebrities are scrutinized for every word and action. There appears to be a growing interest in
celebrities in terms of fans and media coverage. One example of fame going to there heads was reported in the
British tabloid the London Sun that Avril demanded ten different types of orange juice and water stored at
different temperatures for her appearance on Australian TV. Everyday movies, television, and advertisements
give a false sense of reality. Its clear to me America is obsessed with celebrities, having to know everything
about them and their personal lives. A Other Popular Essays. America loves to watch these highly competitive
sporting events. However, the root of the problem does not lay within the tabloids themselves, but the
paparazzi, who will stalk, invade and sometimes even chase renowned celebrities just to earn their next
paycheck. The triumph of trivia is nigh upon us.


